Clay City Elementary Essay Winner
5th Grade Mrs. Johnson’s Class

Dear Judge Anderson,

Have you ever seen all the plastic bags and litter? When you’re driving there’s usually bumps
and holes in the road. Do you think that you can convince citizens to adopt a highway or road? These are
all the things that need improvement and something to help Powell County. These are my reasons,
adopt a highway, fix bums and holes in the road, also encourage citizens to clean up litter.
My first reason is, there’s litter everywhere and plastic bags. I think that most people don’t like
all the trash everywhere, but one thing you can try is to get citizens to clean up a road or highway. Also,
when you’re driving the wind can move all the plastic bags and the bags can hit someone’s windshield of
the car. They might have a wreck because of this. So please can you tell citizens to clean up all the
trash? You could maybe put up some trashcans to use near stop signs.
Have you ever thought about or have seen all the bumps and holes in the road? In a while do
you think you can fix all the bumps and holes? That action can help a lot of people and improve the
quality of the roads. If you can fix all the bumps and holes, it will help a lot of people.
The last reason is to ask citizens to adopt a highway or road. That citizen has to be very
trustworthy and very helpful. If citizens adopt a highway or road it helps to make the roads clean.
Besides, most people really don’t like seeing all of that trash! It’s possible that some of that trash can get
into someone’s yard. I doubt that most people will like that. So can you please convince citizens to
adopt a highway?
In summary, do you think you can make these changes to improve the citizens’ lives and Powell
County? I think getting all the bags and trash, fixing the bumps and the holes, and getting citizens to
adopt a highway will improve our County. Thank you for taking time to host your contest and for reading
my letter. I would also like to invite you, to come to Clay City Elementary to hear some other good ideas
from my classmates.
Sincerely,

Sierra

